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Creating Publication-Quality Files from 
Aperio ImageScope Software

•Captures the entire field, including scale measurements
•One fixed image resolution
•Generally not publication quality digital files

Many journals require scale bars on photomicrographs.  
Use the Snapshot function to capture the size of scale bars 
created in ImageScope.

1. Choose a magnification and field.
2. Using the Ruler tool, draw a scale bar on the image.

3. Click the snapshot tool to create a snapshot of your 
chosen field

Remember:
•The scale bar cannot be removed from the snapshot.
•The snapshot is adequate for a PowerPoint presentation, 

but generally NOT adequate for publication.

•Captures part of field selected by clicking and dragging
•Variable image resolution
•Capable of creating publication quality digital files

The Extract Region function does NOT capture scale bars 
created in ImageScope. A snapshot of the field with the scale 
bar is needed to determine scale bar size for publication.

1. Use the same magnification and field as snapshot.
2. Using the Extract Region tool, drag a rectangle around 
the entire field on the screen.
3. Change the parameters in the dialog box as follows:
 -TIF with LZW compression (red outline below)
 -Change the percentages (green outline below) until 

the file size is approximately 20 MB (blue outline 
below). The percentage will vary depending upon the 
magnification and field chosen.

4. Extract the image.

Snapshot function Extract Region

To create publication-quality digital files from scanned histology slides, it is recommended that both 
the snapshot tool and the extract function be utilized to create two files from the same field.

The first step is to choose a magnification and a field.  It is best to choose a field that does not need to 
be cropped before publication.  Creating images that can be cropped is explained on page 2.
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Create a scale bar and snapshot following the instructions 
on page one.

Snapshot function

10x
70% extraction
no cropping
single column
900 ppi

2x
Snapshot
cropped to 10x
single column
66 ppi

2x
25% extraction
cropped to 10x
single column
322 ppi

Publication-Quality images are 300 ppi (dpi) or larger

To create publication-quality digital files from scanned histology slides that can be cropped 
significantly, a very large digital file is needed. It is recommended that both the snapshot tool and the 
extract function be utilized to create two files from the same field in order to record scale bars.

1. Use the same magnification and field as snapshot.
2. Using the Extract Region tool, drag a rectangle around 
the entire field on the screen.
3. Change the parameters in the dialog box as follows:
 -TIF with LZW compression (red outline below)
 -Change the percentages (green outline below) until 

the file size is approximately 60 MB (blue outline 
below). The percentage will vary depending upon the 
magnification and field chosen.

4. Extract the image.

Extract Region


